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European 2-channel system 2010-2011 

EISA panel crowns Denon DCD-1510AE and PMA-1510AE  
stereo duo as best product 2010-2011  
 

 
 
August 15th, 2010 – Denon, one of the world’s leading manufacturers of high-quality 
home entertainment products, is pleased to announce another milestone award adding to 
the company’s 100th anniversary celebrations. The two high-performance stereo 
components PMA-1510AE and DCD-1510AE, released just a few weeks ago, have been 
named by the EISA as Best Product 2010-2011 among all relevant 2-channel systems. 
The European Imaging and Sound Association (EISA) is the unique gathering of more than 
50 special interest magazines from nearly 20 European countries forming the world’s 
most prestigious multimedia magazines association.  
 
Read the EISA jury’s verdict: 
 
“Only just released, this combination of SACD player and integrated amplifier sets new 
standards in the mid-priced market. Like its highly successful predecessor, the amp is 
both packed with features and fine-tuned to improve sound quality even further. The disc 
player, on the other hand, is an almost completely new design, which redefines 
performance at this price. It features a high quality transport, two mains transformers and 
is fully compatible with MP3 and WAV files whether stored on CD, a USB-drive or an 
iPod/iPhone. What’s more, the latter can be controlled via the player’s remote handset 
while the display shows track information. The Denon duo is now the cost effective 
solution for the demanding listener.” 
 
This award shows Denon’s continuous efforts to offer the best playback quality possible 
in every product category at every price point. It joins the Denon AVR-1910 entry-class 
(2009-2010) and AVC-A1HD (2008-2009) reference-class home theatre products which 
received EISA awards in their category over the last years.  
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Highlights 
 
 
PMA-1510AE: 
 

- UHC-MOS Single Push-Pull-Circuit for balancing details and power 
- Independent preamp and output stage power supplies,  

plus powerful high current dynamic power circuit 
- Precision Direct Mechanical Ground Construction to thoroughly suppress vibration 
- Twin transformers with leakage-cancelling-mount 
- Minimum signal path to protect signal purity 
- Large, high-grade 27mm volume potentiometer  
- High-performance phono equaliser (MM/MC) 
- Machined gold-plated pin jacks 
- Low standby power consumption (below 0,1 Watts) 
- Available in premium silver and black  

 
 
DCD-1510AE: 
 

- Advanced AL32 Processor, technology for high sound quality 
- DAC master clock design 
- High-precision 32-bit, 192-kHz D/A converters 
- Complete separation of digital and analogue power supplies 
- Minimum signal paths, to protect signal purity 
- Direct Mechanical Ground Construction, to thoroughly suppress vibration 
- Optical and coaxial digital inputs 
- USB port featuring iPod/iPhone Direct Connection 
- Parts strictly selected for high sound quality 
- Low standby power consumption (below 0,1 Watts) 
- Available in premium silver and black  
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Images: 
 
http://www.denon.de/ftp/Presse/2010_08_EISA/1510AE_HR_ANGLE_glow.jpg 
 

 
PMA-1510AE & DCD-1510AE  
 
http://www.denon.de/ftp/Presse/2010_08_EISA/PMA1510AESP_E2_ot_000.jpg 
 

 
PMA-1510AE & DCD-1510AE  
 
http://www.denon.de/ftp/Presse/2010_08_EISA/PMA1510AESP_E2_ot_001.jpg 
 

 
PMA-1510AE Inside view 
 
http://www.denon.de/ftp/Presse/2010_08_EISA/DCD1510AESP_E2_ot_001.jpg 
 

 
DCD-1510AE Inside view 
 
http://www.denon.de/ftp/Presse/2010_08_EISA/DCD1510AESP_E2_ot_000.jpg 
 

 
DCD-1510AE with iPod 
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About Denon:  
From its beginning in 1910 as a supplier of professional recording studio and broadcast equipment, Denon 
has become a world leader in the manufacture of the highest quality home theatre, audio and software 
products. Denon is recognized internationally for innovative and groundbreaking products and has a long 
history of technical innovations, including the development and first commercialization of PCM digital audio. 
 
About D&M Holdings Inc.: 
D&M Holdings Inc. is a global operating company providing worldwide management and distribution 
platforms for premium consumer, automotive, commercial and professional audio and video businesses 
including Denon®, Marantz®, McIntosh® Laboratory, Boston Acoustics®, Snell Acoustics, Calrec Audio, 
Denon DJ, Allen & Heath, D&M Professional and D&M Premium Sound Solutions. Our technologies improve 
the quality of any audio and visual experience.  All product and brand names with a trademark symbol are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of D&M Holdings, Inc. or its subsidiaries. For more information visit 
www.dm-holdings.com. 
 
 
 
Contact for journalists:  
 
[Please enter your local press contact here] 
 
 
 
Denon is a trademark or registered trademark of D&M Holdings, Inc. 


